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1 Introduction

In this paper a modal logic for wanting and knowledge will be developed to
clarify some semantic and pragmatic aspects of wanting-to-know construc-
tions. A grammar will be introduced for a small, yet suitable fragment of
English. We will argue for a strict separation of pragmatic and sema,ntic
inference for boulomaic (i.e. want to) constructions, and will show that if
this separation is kept up, these phrases can be dealt with in a principled
way. Finally a new model theory is developed which is sound for the boulo-
maic~epistemic logic proposed.

The semantics and pragmatics of to want pose a special problem: it
should be possible for the hearer to infer that speaker does not have infor-
mation p from the fact that speaker wants to know p. The importance of
the subject is manifold: first there is the linguistic and logical need for an
adequate theory which covers this phenomenon. Second, there is the appli-
cation of this theory in the area of interactive information-systems. Such a
`dialogue system' must be able to express and reason from its own knowl-
edge and that of the user. One of the many different ways of requesting
information are utterances with a wanting-to-know construction. In other
cases the pragmatic effect of a direct informative question can be reduced
to, essentialy, a wanting-to-know operator.
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2 Semantics and pragmatics of wanting

Considering cases of wanting, especially conscious wanting as is expressed
in uttering a`want-to' phrase, a semantic implication, formulated as the
`Falsity-axiom' F: (W stands for: `someone wants to')

(F) ~ W~P -. ~~

seems plausible at first glance. Is it not the case that a person who, for
instance, wants to have a cup of coffee can only want that if he~she in effect
does not have a cup ofcoffee? Generally spoken it seems inconsistent to want
anything which is already the case; sornething which is already so cannot be
wanted as wanting seems to express some kind of commitment to strive for
an at that moment non-existent state. Especially in the interesting case of
`wanting to know' an F-like rule seems necessary - it would allow inferring
~K~p from WKcp, wkere K represents `to know', meaning that a system or
agent can directly arrive at the right conclusions about partner's knowledge
after a query.

The analysis forwarded above leads to acceptance of the F-rule as an
axiom in a logical system describing the modality of wanting. Inclusion
of the F-rule in a modal system for wanting however poses a number of
problems.

First, even when F is restricted to atomary formulas, it fails as a semantic
rule in certain `simple' cases, cf. (1) and (2).

(1) I want to go ~ I am not going.

(2) I want you to leave ~ You are not leaving

Of course it can be maintained that in cases such as (1) and (2) the
`wanted' proposition should not be the case at the moment of utterance,
but this hardly seems a question of semantics, free application of F would
lead to undesirable results as we will see. Under closer scrutiny, only the
cases where wanting and knowing interact seem to require such a rule. If
someone wants to know a certain proposition p it must be the case that that
person does not already know p, otherwise the question doesn't make any
sense. Therefore it may be possible to construe an F-rule which only holds
for these `wanting to know' cases:

(FK) ~ WK~p -~ ~K~p
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However, and this is the second problem, a semantic counterpart of such a
postulate suffers from a deficiency which already occurs in the hypothetical
F for wanting sketched above: these pseudo-axioms cannot be captured by
a restriction on the accessibility-relation in a possible-world semantics (or
similar models). 1

Third, F and FK are too weak for cases of conjoined propositions, con-
sider (3) which leads to (4) (the inference uses some stuff to be discussed in
section 4).

(3) WK(p n q)

(4) ~Kp v ~Kq

This is an incorrect result, we would like the F-rule to state that neither
of the conjoined propositions are true. This effect cannot be obtained in a
principled way, and would lead us to the assumption of a series of F-rules
for atomary and non-atomary formulas.

In summary F seems in some senses too weak and in some senses too strong
as a semantic rule. Let us return to the clear cases in which an F-like
schema should hold. Could F not be interpreted as some kind of pragmatic
inference? As is mentioned in [Thijsse8ó] it seems possible to formulate rules
to cover certain pragmatically motivated intuitions. The assumption of F
as pragmatic is also sustained by the following arguments.

We have seen that the claim that the wanted proposition is not the case
at the time of utterance, is true in some sense for all cases of wanting. The
factor of time seems decisive, moreover the assumption expresaed by F can
be explicitly overruled, cf. (5).

(5) a. You're a good person.

b. Yeah, and I want to be good!

The property exhibited in (5) is normally attributed to presuppositions,
so, returning to our 'wanting-to-know' paradigm, ~Kp could count as a pre-
supposition of W Kp. Therefore we should abandon F as a purely semantic
rule and state that WK~p presupposes ~Kcp.

Another striking fact can be accounted for in this way. `To know' is
considered a factive verb; the complement of `to know' is supposed to be
true. To be more precise, this holds for the cases in which `to know' takes a

lcf. the dual impossibility to axiomatiae irrefiexivityin Kripke models.
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that-complement. In the casea where `to know' is complemented by a phrase
containing a wh-element, the known `proposition' cannot be considered true
cf. (6) and (7).

(6) I know what time it is.

(7) I know who is the president's wife.

Now compare the cases of wanting-to-know. In interaction with wanting,
knowing cannot have the factive interpretation witnessed by (8) while it
accepts non-factive frames, e.g. (9).

(8) ~`I want to know that you are coming.

(9) I want to know whether you are coming.

This can be accounted for when we accept WKcp to presuppose ~KSp,
now factive interpretation of to know (implying cp) leads to a contradiction.
This explains why such cases seem so strangely anomalous, pragmatically
motivated factivity clashes with the presuppositions of the WK-phrase. The
pragmatic nature of the unacceptability of (8) is confirmed by the observa-
tion that the following sentence can be uttered felicitously:

(10) He wants to know that you are coming.

In conclusion we will take formulas containing a complex WK-operator
to presuppose ~K, there will be no logical or semantic F-rule, only a prag-
matic FK-rule.
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3 A grammar for wanting-to-know constructions

The purpose of this section is to provide an adequate syntactic basis for
the semantics and pragmatics of boulomaic intentional and epistemic verbs.
In order to keep the (semantic) types used in direct translations as simple
as possible we use the rule format of a straightforward context-free phrase
structure grammar. Although we have refrained from opting for one of the
existing major theories of grammar, we have added some notea on how to
adapt the grammar for these formalisms.

More specifically, we have not incorporated X-syntax, nor any appropri-
ate semantics for it, if posssible anyway. In fact the phrase structure rulea
are devised in a way to keep the types as low as possible, by making the com-
plement atructure as flat as possible. We are aware of several disadvantages
of this specific analysis: one is its very specificity, the other the imposaibility
of co-ordination in complements. Therefore we will indicate how to accomo-
date the grammar for more standard analysis by `steep' (binary branching)
trees.

For reasons of elegancy and transparency we have not included tense
aspects, nor any (other) sort of morphological inflection. Even with this
limitations the grammar is descriptively inadequate, as far as its syntac-
tic component is concerned. The grammar will allow ungrammatical con-
structions such as ~`like whether, ~`like that, ~`want whether and ~`want that.
Although we have no mechanism for selectional restrictions, it is clear we
could deal with them by multiplying the number of categories (or by adding
features, for that matter) and rules. A number of simple yet important se-
lectional facts are accounted for, however; they can be roughly described as
subcategorization of verbs into transitive, intransitive,and sentential com-
plement verbs, represented here by the features [tran], [intr] and [comp]
respectively.

Finally we avoided incorporation of wide scope object quantification and
all its problems, but we give a note on how to supplement the grammar with
a suítable mechanism (i.e. one that is better than the Montagovian `Quan-
tifying In' rule).

The logical side of the following grammar also requires some comment. First,
we have omitted parenthesis whenever possible. E.g. the default for a
branching category is application of function to argument, so to avoid possi-
ble ambiguity of the order of (multiple) application of a a-abstract to several
arguments, brackets are needed. The translation of the NP-VP rule would
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technically be S' --~ (NP'(VP')).Z
Another rather technical point is that we also need a condition which

avoids collision of variables. E.g., during the course of a derivation new
variables are introduced for every instantiation of a semantic rule.

Finally, from the perspective of type theory: x, y, z, etc. are individual
variables ( type e), p is a variable over propositions (type t) , P and Q are
(first-order) predicate variables (type (e, t)), Q is a second-order predicate
variable.

syntax
S
NP
NP
VP
VP
VP
VP
VP
DET

~
-~
~
-a

N --~
PN

vintr

Vtran

V~o„tiP

--,

~

---~
~

Examples

NP VP
DET N
PN
vintr

vtran NP

V~o,,,p ( that) S
V~o„ap whether S
V~o„~p to VP
a(n),
every,
the
boy, girl, etc.
Annie, Bert, Ernie
he, him, she, her,
it, you, I, ~ne
co~rte, go
like, hit, want, know
like, want, know

semantics
S'
NP'
NP'
VP'
VP'
VP'
VP'
VP'
DET'
DET'
DET'
N'
PN'

V'
V'
V'

~
~
---,

NP'(VP')
DET'(N')
aPP(PN')
V'
az(NP'(V'(z)))
axV'(z)(S')

linear reading

az[v'(z)(s') v v'(z)(,s'))
az[V'(z)(VP'(z))~
aP~Q3x[P(x) ~ Q(x)),
aP~Q`dx[P(x) ~ Q(x)],
aPaQ3xdy[(P(y) H x- y) ~ Q(x))
BOY, GIRL, etc.
annie, bert, ernie
h, h, h, h,
h, j, i, i
axCOME(x), axGO(x)
~xayLIKF,Cx, y), etc.
J1xaPL~P, axaPWxP~ ax~PK:P

1. [Np~Every girl] likes [Np~a boy] ( linear reading, cf. remark 1)

NPi - aPaQdx[P(x) -. Q(x)](GIRL) - aQt1x[GIRL(x) --. Q(x)]
NPá - aP.1Q~y[P(y) n Q(y)](BOY) - aQ3y[BOY(y) n Q(y)]
VP' - azNPá(ay`LIKE(z, y')) - az3y[BOY(y) n LIKE(z, y)]
S' - NPi(VP') - dx[GIRL(x) ~ 3y[BOY(y) n LIKE(x, y)]]

~external brackets are omitted here on condition that lambda-conversion is applied as
soon and as much as is possible. So F(a)(A) would be effectuated by calculating F(~)
first, and only after this apply the result to ~3.
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2. Ernie [Vp~ wants to [Vplcome]]
VPá - ax[ayapW~p(x)(COME(x))] - axWxCOME(x)
S' - NP'(VPz) - aPP(ernie)(.~xWx COME(x)) - We,nte COME(ernie)

3. [S~Ernie [Vp~ wants [S~Bert to [Vp~come]]]

Si - COME(bert)
VPá - .~xapWxp(COME(bert)) - .1xWy COME(bert)
Sz - aPP(ernie)(axWxCOME(bert)) - WeTnteCOME(bert)

4. [S~Ernie [Vp~ wants to [Vp~know that [S1Bert comes]]]]

VPi - .1xKxCOME(bert)
VPá -.1z[.1yapWyp(z)(VPi(z)] - azWsKsCOME(bert)
S~ - NP'(VP') - WernieKernieCOME(bert)

5. [S~ Ernie [Vp~ wants to [Vp~ know whether [S~ Bert comes]]]]

VPi - ~x[V'(Si)(x) V V~(-~Si)(x)] -
- ax[Ky COME(bert) V Kx-~COME(bert)]

VPá - ~z[~y~PWyP(VPi(z)(z)] -
- azWs (Ks COME(bert) V Ks ~COME(bert))

SZ - Wernie(KernieCOME(bert) V Kernie~COME(bert))

Remarks

1. One way to cope with inverse order quantification is to add Uhlenbeck-
style structural rules for subject-verb composition (cf. [Zwarts86] in a
new category PV:

S ---~ PV NP S' --~ NP'(PV')
PV --a NP Vera„ PV' --~ azNP'(au[V'(u)(z)])

This works quite well for ordinary subject~object quantificational am-
biguities. However, there may be a quantified NP in an embedded VP
and S, which would force us to simulate the process of inverse composi-
tion for these categories as well, which leads to repeating and intricate
problems. The obvious alternative to deal with these ambiguities is
to invoke a non-structural type-shift which interchanges function and
argument in cases of inverse quantification: e.g. add to the semantics
the options

S' -~ VPinv(NP~)

VPinv --' ~QNP'(~zQ(auV'(Tr)(z)))
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This however either disturbes the parallelism between syntax and se-
mantics or necessitates doubling the syntax rules. Presumably the first
line of attack is preferable but more intricate in a categorial framework
with shift-rules.

2. For syntactical reasons (e.g. co-ordination phenomena) the structures
[-g that [S Bert comes]] and (S - to come] may have more appeal.
Unfortunately, for the latter bracketing, we then lose control of subject
control, which we can restore by adding a new category Sp,.o and the
rule-pairs

S~o -~ to VP S' --~ ~xVP'(x)
VP --~ V~o„~p Sp,.o VP' ---~ [V'(y)(S~(y))]

Analogously, we can implement the former structure in either a GB-
style theory (using a phonetically unrealized PRO subject) or a GPSG-
style fashion ( still without using X-theory):

S~o,,,p --~ COMP S~P,.o~

In the same way as a categorical translation of determiners can be de-
rived from the syncategorematic treatment of them in good-old PTQ
(cf. e.g. [Dowty79]) we might derive a translation for the complemen-
tizers ( that, for, whether, ...) after all. But even without digging into
this matter to deeply we can conclude that this is far more undesirable
than in the case of determiners: the complexity of the semantic type
of a complementizer would be enormous. Of course Generalized Cate-
gorial Grammar (GCG) would be even worse in this respect: it is not
a priori clear that a solution for the semantics of complements simi-
lar to the one given in the grammar above is posssible in the GCG-
framework: e.g. the double application for subjectless complements
seems hard to come by for ordinary GCG.
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4 Axioms and rules for wanting and knowing

4.1 a deductive system for the boulomaic part

For wanting we will use the operator WQ, analogous to the operator of ne-
cessity in standard modal logic. Wa has a dual counterpart ~Wa~, meaning
something like `it is not inconsistent with a's will'. The subscript a is in-
terpreted as a rigid designator referring to an individual in the domain of
discourse, and so WQ stands for: A wants.

We will accept the theorems and axioms of propositional logic (pL) and the
inference rule Modus Ponens (MP), now applied to boulomaic formulas.

Rule N: ~ cp ~~ Wacp seems to be unacceptable for wanting, as it would
condemn us to `complete wanting'; of course it should not be the case that
every theorem is wanted.

Axiom K: ~ Wa(cp -~ ~i) --~ (Wa~p ~ Wa~i) does not seem to be very prob-
lematic for wanting, one should generally be consequent in one's wanting.

Axiom C: ~(Wa~p n Wa~i) ~ WQ(cp n~i) will be accepted.
To want two conjoined facts should generally imply wanting of their conjunc-
tion. Perrault's `wife and mistress' problem is sometimes quoted concerning
C: Imagine the adulterous husband who wants to be with his wife as well
as with his mistress, but for obvious reasons does not want this to happen
simultaneously. This could be considered to be a violation of C, however,
the problem is not a true problem as it relies heavily on the interpretation
of conjunction as conjoining two facts which are true at the same time and
place. Time and space are of no consideration for boulomaic logic as it
stands, and in the general case, abstracting from these factors, C should
hold.

Axiom Ce: F- Wa(cp n~i) -~ (Wacp n Wa~i) will be accepted.
C~ seems to be unproblematic, wanting of conjunction implies wanting of
conjuncts. Consequently C! (- C~- C~) holds as well.

Axiom D; F- Wacp -~ -,WQ~~p will be accepted.
Intuitions are not immediately clear here, but if we reformulate D as the
(modulo C!) equivalent ~Wa(~p n~cp) a decision is easily made: wanting
should not be inconsistent.

Axiom 4: ~ WQCp --~ WaWa~p is unacceptable for wanting.
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Although, intuitively, the antecedent is stronger than the consequent (want-
ing, in effect, seems to be much stronger than wanting to want) this for-

' mula will not be accepted. Consider the following counterexample from
[Hintikka62]: Imagine the case of brave Bobo who is staying abroad and
gets homesick, it is now imagineable that he wants to go home while he does
not want that to be the case. So let p-`Bobo goes home' and Wa -`Bobo
wants', now Wap while ~WaWap, consequently Wacp --~ WaWa~p is invalid.3

Axiom 4~: ~- WQWacp -~ Wa~p will not be accepted either.
Intuitively the antecedent seems to be weaker than the consequent, contrary
to what would be required for an ordinary logical implication. Consider the
case of someone who hates to get up early, and at the same time wants to
be an early riser, then probably he does not want to get out of bed early in
the morning while he wants himself not to want that (This problem holds
for at least one of the suthors).

Axiom U: F- Wa(WQ~p --~ ~p) is not accepted.
We could paraphrase this formula as `Der Wille zur Macht', if we interpret
~p as being a future fact. This is not the case, moreover the formula is too
strong because the unacceptable 4~ is implied by K and MP.

Axiom B: ~ ip -~ Wa~Wa~cp will not be accepted either.
The claim that this formula constitutes for wanting seems to be far too
strong. Considering conscious wanting, it should not be the case that every
theorem implies the conscious will that that very proposition is consistent
with one's will.

Axiom 5: ~- ~Wacp -~ Wa~Wa~p and its converse will not be accepted for
similar reasons.

We arrive at the modal system KC!D for wanting.

4.2 a deductive system for the epistemic part

We will use the operator K for knowledge, and will only consider conscious
knowledge. This restriction directly implies rejection of the N rule for knowl-
edge, as we do not require logical omniscience of the agent. Ka has the op-
erator ~Ka~ as its counterpazt, to be read as `as far as the agent knows it is

~Of course this counterexample, relies heavily on whethcr wanting is considered to
be conscious or not, the same complication turna up in all casea of iteration of the W-
operator.
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possible that'. Following standard assumptions about conscious knowledge
we arrive at the system KC!T, some of these assumptions are explained
directly below.

Axiom K: ~ Ka(cp ---~ ~i) -~ (Ka~p ~ KQ~i) will be accepted.
In general this axiom should hold, since, even for conscious knowledge, it
should always be possible to reason from one's knowledge by inference. An
alleged counter-argument against K for knowledge is that acceptance of K
enforces reasoning, so it would be impossible to know certain facts without
knowing their logical consequences. However, either the `known' ( logical
or mathematical) axioms are construed as schemata or as their instantia-
tions. In the first case we cannot know all the instantiations of these axiom-
schemes, so we need not bother about knowing their consequences either.
In the second case, the knowledge is essentially finite, and we know their
consequences a fortiori.

Axiom T: ~ Kacp --~ cp is accepted.
It is impossible to know anything which is not the case, knowledge is con-
cerned with truth.4

Axiom 4: ~- Kacp -~ KaKacp will not be accepted.
It is hard, if not impossible, to demand positive introspection of the knowing
agent if one is concerned with conscious knowledge. It may be maintained
that, although the knowing instance will not introspect at all times, the
possibility of introspection concerning knowledge is `built-in', and so should
be represented as a rule for knowledge. We have chosen to reject this rule
to express that we do not consider introspection as a necessary ingredient
of conscious knowledge.

Axiom U: F- Ka(Kacp -~ ~p) will not be accepted.
The argument is similar to that against U for wanting. Moreover U would
imply infinite conscious knowledge.

Axiom 5 : {- ~Kacp ~ Ka~Ka~p will not be accepted.
Axiom 5, the rule which constitutes negative introspection ( in effect making
it possible to derive what one does not know from what one knows), is unac-
ceptable, as negative introspection cannot be required of the human spirit.
Hintikka provides another argument: If we accept 5 for knowledge, we could
show, as we have accepted T, that B: ~~p -~ Ka~Ka~p, is self-sustaining.

4cf. [Hintikkaó2, pp. 22-23]
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Of course, however, B is not acceptable for knowledge, it means that one
could come to know the possibility of any fact, simply by following the con-
sequences of what one already knows.

A~ciom 5~ is rejected for similar reasons.

13



5 Modelling the deductive system

Every self-respecting logician is supposed to provide a proper semantics for
the logical theory devised to capture a certain phenomenon. The logic of
wanting-to-know constructions provides some challenging problems of its
own, making the task difficult and at the same time interesting.

Before we continue, we will discuss a number of details which will not be
taken into account. First, since the logical theories of Ka and Wa correspond
to a large degree, we neglect the differences with respect to D and T and
try to establish a model theory which is sound for KC!. Second, since the
interaction between different agents did not yield any additional principle,
we shall treat one individual at the time and consequently leave out the
index a. In most of what follows we will use O instead of Ka or Wa, and
first study the model theory of K(and KC!) in general, and only afterwards
deal with KC!D and KC!T. 6

It may be insightful to present a number of failures first, before giving
the final solution.

Since rule N is rejected, we cannot use standard Kripke models, in which
this rule of necessitation holds sutomatically. A Kripke model is of the form
(W, R, V) where W is a set of indices (called `worlds'), R is a relation on W
and V a total function from pairs of propositional variables and worlds to
truth values (0 and 1). Then the crucial truth condition in classical possible
world semantics is:

w~ Ocp iff for every v such that wRv : v~ cp

[Kripke65]'s adaptation boils down to:

w~ O~p iff both wRw and for every v such that wRv : v~ cp
This semantics validates KC!T, and a completely analogous variation of
this is sound with respect to KC!D:

w~ t]~p iff for some w' : wRw~ and for all v such that wTZv : v~ cp
However, both variants are of course totally ad hoc, and, which is more
important, both also verify rule scheme I: e

óNotice for us ayatem K refers to pL~K, where pL stands for (the modal instantiations
of) the axioms of propositional logic with the inference rule Modus Ponens, and K is the
axiom discussed in section 4. In this we are at variance with the standard nomenclature
(cf. [Che11as80]) in which K refers to pL-~N-}-K. We prefer our use since it is systematic
and self-explanatory (notwithstanding thia comment).

eMoreover if we impose restrictions of respectively reJiexivity and aeriality on accessi-
bility in both adaptations, N holds as well.

14



(I) ~ ~ --~ ~, ~ ~ o~ ---~ ozG
This follows easily from the definition of validity in possible worlds seman-
tics:

~ ~p iff for every model M and every world w in M : M, w~ ~p

or, equivalently,

~ ~p iff for no model M and no world w in M: M, w~ cp

Although I has not been discussed as a possible meaning postulate for want
or know, it should be obvious legitimate axiom for boulomaic~epistemic
logic: we may argue that it is just too much to require of an agent that once
he knows or wants something, he is obliged to know or want all its logical
consequences.

Now what about other candidates for a set-theoretic semantics? One
of them, the Scott~Montague model theory, uses neighbourhoods which are
(generalized) quantifiers over worlds. This framework is very fle~cible and
attractive, since all kinds of rules and axioms can be modelled by imposing
suitable ( topological) restrictions on the structure of the neighbourhoods,
and neither N nor I holds automatically. However neighbourhood semantics
suffers from a problem similar to the one discussed above: it validates scheme

(E) ~ cP f--~ ~t~i ~~ OcP F-, ~t~i

In its deductive force E is a bit weaker than I, but still much to strong for
our purpose. In fact, modulo propositional logic and the accepted principle
C~, E and I are equivalent, as is easily proved.

Another possible way of coping with the intended axiom system is to
partialize the models. Now partial worlds (or: situations) semantics provides
a dazzling amount of options ( cf. [Veltman87], [Thijsse89])

First of all, the two definitions of validity given above are no longer equiv-
alent; yet both verification and non-falsification are plausible candidates for
a partial semantics. In fact there are even more possibilites than these two.

In the second place, especially for the proper treatment of negation, one
truth relation does not sufFice: a truth condition like s ~ ~cp iff s~ ~p makes
the valuation almost total again, contrary to the intention. So we need at
least three truth values and two new truth-like relations: ~ for truth and
-~ for falsehood. Then e.g. the clauses for negation are

15



s I- ~~ a s- ~ ~ and s-~ ~~ a s ~- ~
We will formulate the other partial truth conditions in due course.

In the third place, along a different dimension, apart from a truth value
for `undefined' we may also want a truth value for `overdefined', i.e. a fourth
truth value. A proposition can thus be neither true nor false, but it can also
be true and false, allowing (at least `minor') inconsistencies.

Notice these choices are independent and manifold, leading to a wealth
of possible logical theories. To mention but a few: generalizing a result
of [van Benthem84], three-valued standard-type truth conditions with the
`never-false' definition of validity lead to normad ( i.e. classical) modal sys-
tems ([Thijsse89] and with the `always-true' definition one captures strong
consequence in the sense of [Barwise8l] and [Kamp83]; four-valued models
with `always-true' validity trigger modalized relevance logic (cf. [Belnap77]),
etcetera. Strikingly, none of these models entirely fit: e.g. `strong conse-
quence' is, in spite of its very name, a very weak rule that does not produce
a single classical tautology! Relevance logic, as it stands, is even weaker
since it does not have the ex falso (sequitur quoddibet) rule: ~p ~~cp ~~ji.

So, despite of the wealth of freedom displayed, none of the combinations
described in literature captures our axioms. Partial semantics is either to
weak or too strong, it seems. One is forced to look for a solution with an
eclectic nature. A prototype example of this is [Levesque84] which treats
(explicit) doxastic attitudes. Levesque uses, essentially, four truth values,
but `never-false' validity with respect to co~neplete and coherent situations
(i.e. possible worlds) only; moreover, the falsity condition for belief is classi-
cal, but the truth counterpart is standardly for partial logic. In our opinion
this is just a bit too much of a mongrel to qualify as an explanatory the-
ory. Moreover, we support most of the criticisms of [FaginBzHalpern85].
Like Fagin 8a Halpern we do not consider inconsistent states of mind to be
feasible. More interestingly, part of Levesque's logic is axiomatized by the
axioms of propositional calculus and the (relativized) rule I, restricted to
valid inferences of relevance logic.7

Now in our opinion relevance logic seems too strong in certain respects,
and too weak in others. Though intuitively highly irrelevant, the conclusion

~For the restricted class of doxastic formulas without modal neating Levesque's logic
is claimed to be axiomatized by CIrL (we have not been able to trace Levesque's proof).
Notice the alleged axiomatization does not contain D, counter to intuition; however this
axiom can be dealt with by the fairly natural condition that the set of completions of
belief-situationa is non-empty. If we relax the prohibited iteration of doxastic operators,
then at least we have to add 4 and b to the system in order to get completeness.
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~p ~ cpV ~i is a valid rule in this logic. Consequently the rule ~~p ~ ~(~pV ~i)
is also valid; this however again would yield infinite active knowledge or
wanting, and we do not want that, do we? On the other hand, corresponding
to our (and FBzH's) opinion that conceivable situations have to be coherent,
we do want a typical application of I, viz. the case where the antecedent is
a contradiction. Thus we obtain the modal ex falso rule ~(cp ~ --,~p) ~ D~i
which holds in our theory by virtue of C!, D, and ordinary propositional ex
falso. In this way we avoid inconsistent knowing or wanting.

We may try to repair the alleged deficiencies in Levesque's model theory
and at the same time adjust it to cope with the system K(or KC! for that
matter) and obtain the ideal models in one fell swoop. First of all: from
now on, let us only consider coheren~ situations. Moreover, since we want
to allow arbitrary formulas (contrary to Levesque) with no constraint on
iteration but reject introspection axioms such as 4 and 5, we have to re-
place the subset of `belief-situations' 13 by an accessibility relation R among
situations. Then, still in the spirit of Levesque, we can simulate the effect
of his notion of validity by invoking the `never-false' type definition, for this
would provably amount to the same as truth in every total (and coherent)
situation. However, as we noticed before, the modal system described by
these models then collapses into the smallest normal system NK. So, a final
concession is required: the truth and falsehood conditions for ~ have to be
asymmetrical. This results in the semantics given below.

In the following models, situations are construed as being indices for
partial yet coherent valuation. So, technically, let S be an arbitrary set and
V a partial function of proposition-variable pairs to classical truth values,
or equivalently, a total one form Prop x S to 3-{0, 2,1}. Furthermore
we have R C S x S, as in Kripke models. Then M-(S, R, V) is a partial
model of a certain kind, depending on restrictions on R, the truth conditions
and the notion of validity involved. Here, to trigger D we demand that R
is serial, and for T that R is refíexive. Validity is dealt with by:

ip is valid iff for no model M and situation s in M : M, s -~ cp

The rest of this tentative semantics is specified by:
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s I- P q V(P, s) - 1
s-I pqV(p,s)-0

s~- ~~qs-~ ~
s-~ ~cPqs~- ~P

31- ~~~Gqsl- sv~sl- ~
s-~ ~Pn~asl- ~pors-l ~i

sI- ~pV~iqsl- cpors~ ~i
3-I~~~Gq3-I~~3-I~G
s I- ocp q for all t such that sRt : t~ cp
s-I o~p q for some t such that s?Zt : t I~ cp

-~, ~, O and even V(which we nevertheless incorporated to restore the
overall dual symmetry) can be introduced by means of the usual definitions:

a V ~i :- ~(~a n ~,Q)
a -~ ~0 :- ~a V ,Q
a~--'p:-(a~A)n(A~a)
Oa :- ~~~a

So, e.g. the following conditions can be deduced:

s~ a~,Qqs-l aors~ p
s-la--~pqsl- aands-lQ

s~ O~p iff for some t such that sRt : t~~ ~p
s-I Ocp iff for all t such that sRt : t-I cp

With these derived truth and falsehood conditions in mind it is easily estab-
lished that the schemes K and C! are valid in this semantics. In addition,
N is rejected by a trivial counter example: let s be such that for some
propositional variable p it is the case that V(p, s) - Z. If R- {(s, s) } then
s~ pV ~p so s-I 0(pV ~p). Consequently O(pV ~p) is unvalid, still pV ~p,
the principle of excluded middle, is valid. For assume the latter is not; then
for some situation t in some model: t-I p V~p and it follows from the truth
conditions that V(p, t) - 0 and V( p, t) - 1, which contradicts coherence of
situations.

However, notice that a`possibilisation'-rule (P) akin to N is valid, once
the accessibility-relation R is serial, as is the case in the models of interest
(i.e. as required for D and T):
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(P) ~ ~v ~ ~ o~
For assume, by using contraposition, that in some model a situation s falsifies
O~p; then for all t with sRt : t -~ ip and since R is serial there is at least one
such t. Now this extra principle is rather harmless and absolutely consistent
with the philosophy of coherence. However, a sort of inerge of N and P viz.

(Roo) ~ ~ ~ ~ []OcP

is also valid, and this is very unfortunate. Again an indirect proof shows
the validity of Roo: s-~ DOSo ~ for some t with sRt : t~ Ocp; since
modal formulas are interpreted bivalently, the latter formula is equivalent
to t-~ Ocp, which reduces this proof to the previous one.

Now rule Roo conflicts with our adhered principle of fenite knowledge
and desire. We obviously do not want such a principle in our epistemic~bou-
lomaic logic. Moreover, a further generalization of Roo viz. (in self-
explanatory notation) Ro.o is also valid.s

So it is clear that the `coherent' version of Levesque's model system is
inadequate for modelling KC!D and KC!T.9

Our ultimate proposal nevertheless follows Levesque's treatment to a certain
extent, since it shares the spirit of a system proposed by [FaginBiHalpern85]
which was intended to give a different model theory capturing Levesque's
theory.lo

To validate the listed axioms and rules, i.e. to have all of standard
propositional calculus on the one hand, and very little of modal logic on the
other, we think we need three truth relations. Informally, we have `classical'
bivalent truth ~ to evaluate overall validity and the partial truth ( ~- ) and
falsehood (- ~ ) relations to capture the modal parts of the formulas. This
is intuitively supported by the idea that it is not truth in the external world
which is partial, but rather our conception of it: we may lack information,
but the world surely contains it, even when we do not know about it! In
some sense this goal was also intended in Levesque's semantics, manifested

sThen, a fortiori, the set of valid formulas is closed under prefixation of modalities of
the form (0 f O)'O.

sIn fact there is another rather mysterious point: it is unclear if all classical tautologies
still hold in this system - especially: is Modus Ponens still a valid rule?

loIn [Kammler87] the author develops another semantica validating a somewhat different
system. This semantics essentially partializes the Scott-Montague neighbourhood models
and can be accommodated to capture our present system as well. However since e.g. N is
then unvalid for both `partial' and `neighbourhood' reasons, it now seems to us this new
model theory is a bit overdone.
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by separate (partial) situations and (complete) worlds. In our theory, there
is no need for such a distinction: there is only one set of coherent situations
(-partial worlds) and what can be different is the sort of relation between
a situation and a formula, the perspective so to say.

Formally, the truth conditions are:

s j- p t~ V(p, s) - 1
s-~ pt~V(p,s)-0
s~paV(p,s)-1

s ~- ~ cP q s-~ ~P
s-~ ~ cP t~ s ~- ~P
s~~cpC~s~cp

s~ ~pn~it~s~ ~p8ss~ ~i
s-~ ipn~i4~s-~ rpors-~ ~i
s ~ ~Pn~it-ls ~ cp8c s ~~i

s~ cpV~it~sr ~pors~ t~i

s-1 ~v~~Gas-1 w~s-1 ~G
s~~pV~iqs~cpors~~i

s~ ~cp iff for all t such that s7Zt : t ~- Sp
s-~ ~cp iff for some t such that s7Zt : t-~ cp
s~ o~p a s 1- o~P

Again O, -r, H , and V are defined as before. Then the following truth
conditions can be deduced:

s~ a-~pas-~ aors~ ,0
s-~ a--~Aqe~- a ands-~ p
s~a-~Aq ifs~athens~p

s~ Ocp iff for some t such that sRt : t~ ~p
s-~ O~p iff for all t such that sRt : t-~ cp
s~ Ocp iff for some t such that s1Zt : t~~ cp

Now validity is defined with respect to ~, so verification or non-falsification
is not a big issue anymore. Therefore, all of good old propositional calcu-
lus is verified, including our celebrated rule Modus Ponens. We leave it to
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the reader to check that the model theory indeed satisfies K and C!. Fortu-
nately, additional principles such as D or T can be captured by constraining
R in the usual way: for D R has to be seráal, for T R has to be refiexáve.
Next, the unrestricted necessitation rules N, E, I are all unvalid now; e.g.
N has the simple counter-model M-({~, i}, {(i, ~)}, (Prop x{i}) x{1} U
(Prop x{'}) x{2}), where the valuation on situation i maps every propo-
sitional variable to 1 and on ~ analogously to Z. Then for some p: ~ p V~p
but M, i [~ o(p V~p) for M, s~ p V~p. In a diagram:

Finally, the undesired principle Roo is also unvalid now: e.g. the last
counter-example can be modified such that also ( ~, ~) E?Z. Then for all t
with ~Rt: t ~~ pV ~p, so' ~~ O(pV ~p), thus i ~~ ~O(pV ~p) and therefore
~` ~O(P V ~P)~

It is easy to transfer these single models into multi-agent ones: one
merely multiplies the number of accessibility relations and poses suitable
constraints on them.

5o although we have not proved a completeness result, it may seem we
have captured the system of interest KC! in this way. In fact we have not
attained completeness: the rule I,.Lt , i.e. I restricted to rL extended by ex
falso holds in our latter semantics. However the system IrLfKC, is at least
sound with respect to given models. We claim completeness but postpone
these matters to [Thijsse89].
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